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Let R be an associative (but not necessarily commutative) graded algebra 
over a field K. Thus R = R, + R, f ... where R, = K and R,R, C Rl,$. If 
each homogeneous component R, is a finite-dimensional vector space over K 
then the Hilbert series of R is the formal power series F(R, A) = cn”FO (dim,R,)P. 
V. E. Govorov has conjected that if R is finitely-generated and finitely-presented 
then F(R, A) is a rational function. Here we give a counterexample to this 
conjecture. 
Let R be an associative (but not necessarily commutative) graded algebra 
over a field K. Thus R = R, + R, + ... where R, = K and RiRj C R+ . 
If each homogeneous component R, is a finite-dimensional vector space over 
K then the Hilbert series of R is the formal power series. 
F(R, A) = f (dimnR,)~n 
n=O 
V. E. Govorov [l, 21 (see also [3]) h as conjectured that if R is finitely-generated 
and finitely-presented than F(R, A) is a rational function. Here we give a counter 
example to this conjecture. 
Suppose we are given a finite set (alphabet) X = {x1 ,..., xn} of symbols 
(letters) together with a finite number of length preserving substitutions of the 
form u1u2 ..* a, = b,b, ... b, . We will call a string of letters c,c, ... c, a word 
of length it. Two words are equivalent if one can transform one to the other 
by a series of the given substitutions. This defines a certain monoid M as a 
quotient of the free monoid X* generated by X. Clearly any two equivalent 
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words of X* have the same length. Hence we may unambiguously define the 
length of a word w in M to be the length of any word representing w. Let f(n) 
be the number of inequivalent words in M of length n and define F(M, A) = 
Cn”,f(rz) An. Now let R = K(M) the monoid algebra of Mover K. If we set the 
degree of x, equal to one, then it is clear thatF(M, A) = F(R, A). We now proceed 
to define a monoid M (given by 11 generators and 77 quadratic relations) 
for which F(M, A) is not rational. 
Consider the alphabet {L, R, a, b, 8, 6, X, y, w, ti’, x} with the following sub- 
stitutions: 
1. LL=RL=aL=bL=BL=6L=xL=yL=wL=rZL=xL=zz 
2. RL=RR=Ra=Rb=Rd=Rii=Rx==Ry=Rw=Rd=Rx=zx 
3. Lz=Rz=ax=bz=&=&=xz=y.z=wz=&=zz 
4. zL = zR = aa = zb = zri = x6 = zx = zy = zw = zei, = zz 
5. xx=xy=xw=xzi==yx=yy=yw=yeir=wx=wy=ww=wd= 
&x = &y z dw xzz &jJ zzz xx 
6. ya = ay, y& = iy, yb = by, yb  ^= 6y 
7. xa = ax, xci = dx, xb = bx, x6 = 6x 
8. yu = x6, y6 = xb 
9. Ly =Lw =Lti 
10. wa = aw, wb = bw 
11. zG=hd,e;6=68 
12. Bw = 6w = ati = bd = xz 
I 
13. wR = &R = zz 
We will compute f(n) for this example and show F(M, A) is not a rational 
function of A. 
(3) and (4) ensure all words containing z are in the same equivalence class. 
Call this class c. Note c will also contain words without any z’s. We now count 
the remaining equivalence classes. Let u be a word not in c. Because of (I) 0 
may contain at most one L which must appear in the leftmost (first) position. 
Similarly because of (2) u may contain at most one R which must appear in 
the rightmost (last, nth) position. Finally because of (5), (6), (7), (lo), (1 l), (12) (T 
may contain at most one of {x, y, w, $1. The remaining letters of u must be from 
the set {a, b, d,6>. H ence we may group the non-c equivalence classes into 
8 types depending on whether or not 0 contains an L, a R or one of {x, y, w, ti}. 
Note these properties are invariants of non-c equivalence classes. The following 
table gives the number of classes for each of the 8 types. 
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Number of Equivalence classes of this type 
Type L R @, Y, w, 4 as a function of length n 
-__ 
Tl no no no 4” 
T2 yes no no 4”-1 
T3 no yes no 4%1 
T4 yes yes no 4”-2 
T5 no no yes 4*-1 + 49+1 + (n + 1)2”-1 
T6 no yes Yes 
4~2 _ 2~2 + 4+2 _ 2n-2 + np2 
T7 yes no Yes n2n-2 
n-3 
T3 yes yes Yes (n- 1)2+3-22n-3-2n-3+ n-3 nodd 
t 1 2 
(n - 1)2n-3 - 2+3 - 2n-3 n even 
The proof of the first 4 cases is trivial 
Case 5: Let u be a word of this type. By using substitutions (6), (7) (IO), 
(11) we may transform u to a word with X, y, w, ei in the first position. There 
are 4+r classes with w and qn-l classes with ti in the first position 
(as the remaining n - 1 letters may be chosen arbitrarily from {a, b, ci, 6}). 
There are 2+l classes with x in the first position and remaining letters a, 6 
only. I f  CJ has x in the first position and at least one {d, b} then we may use sub- 
stitutions (7), (8) and (6) to change the x to a y. We may use (6), (7) and (8) 
to put u in a standard form as follows, interchange a’s with B’s until no a lies 
to the right of an ri, interchange b’s with 6’s until no 6 lies to the right of an b 
and replace pairs ri, 6 (appearing anywhere in u possibly widely separated) with 
a, b. In these forms y  is the first letter. There are n2+l such forms (as we may 
choose the a’s and 6’s (dropping “‘s) in 2”-l ways and the may add the “‘s in 
n inequivalent ways). Note each form corresponds to a distinct equivalence 
class (as the string of a’s and b’s formed by deleting x or y  and dropping h’~ 
is an invariant and number of (x, a, &-number of {y, 8, b} is an invariant). 
This completes case 5. 
Case 6: The equivalent classes here are those for case 5 and n - 1 with R 
in the nth position except substitutions (lo), (11) and (13) merge 2n-2 classes 
starting with w and 2n-2 starting with rii into class c. 
Case 7: Again the equivalence classes can be found by adjoining L to the left 
of the classes found in case 5 for n - 1. Here substitution (9) eliminates the inde- 
pendent existence of classes containing w or G. 
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Case 8: Here we adjoin R to the right of the equivalence classes found in case 
(7). Because of substitutions (9), (IO), (11) and (13) some of these classes will 
be merged with c. There will be 2n-3 such classes with a word of the form 
LyaR where G consists of a’s and b’s and 2n-3 where 0 consists of B’s and 6’s. 
However if 0 contains an equal number of a’s and b’s we may repeatedly use 
substitutions (6), (7), (8) to change all the a’s and b’s to d’s and 6’s. Hence the 
correct count is as given. 
It is well known that C (“E) hn = l/( 1 - 4h)lj2 is not a rational function of h. 
Hence in our example F is not rational as the remaining terms give rational 
functions of h. 
A similar example involving the trinomial coefficients (niz) shows F need not 
be an algebraic function of h either (as Cz==, ($&)X” is known not to be 
algebraic). 
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Note added in proof. I have since found much simpler examples which may be described 
as follows. Let a, b, c be indeterminates with deg a = deg b = 1, deg c = 2 and impose 
the relations (1) ac = ca, (2) aba = bc, (3) b %I = 0 (or ba = 0). These have Hilbert 
series P(X)/(l - X)(1 - ha), where P(X) = Cr p(n)X” and p(n) is the number of partitions 
(or number of partitions into distinct parts) of n. 
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